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About WUWM

the largest global network of wholesale
markets and fresh food actors in the
world. 

Our members: 43 countries, 5 continents, 
220 wholesale markets, food markets, and
other actors of the fresh food sector. 

our mission: to lead the transition of the
fresh food sector into sustainable and
healthy resilient food systems worldwide

 



WUWM european Group

96 market members 
50% of the fresh food supply in europe
goes through wholesale markets

the highest concentration of
members within the organisation

stimulus to European partners to promote
and share common strategies and policies

 



The IMPACT of food
losses and waste

it undermines food security,
it contributes to climate change,
it negatively impacts food availability,
it increases food costs. 

Food that is lost and wasted accounts for 38% of
total energy usage in the global food system!

Wasted and mismanaged food prevents food
systems from being sustainable, and a non-
sustainable system cannot be resilient. 

 



WHEN FOOD IS WASTED
OR MISMANAGED...

 

WHY SHOULD MARKETS
IMPLEMENT INNOVATIVE

WASTE MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES?

 save money 
 

reduce carbon footprint
 

support local communities
 

help meet legal obligations
 

generate renewable energy 
 

boost business reputation  

higher waste disposal fees
 

 negative environmental impact
 

more money spent on energy 
 

less profit margins
 

not keeping up with new
environment legislation 

 
less employee/customer

engagement
 
 

 



MARCHÉ DE RUNGIS' PRACTICES
TO MANAGE FOOD WASTE AND

REDUCE ITS CARBON FOOTPRINT
Paris, france



"Le Potager de Marianne" 

GOALS
To fight against food waste, 

to supply food aid networks, 

to create job opportunities.

RECOVERING BIO-WASTE
Experimentation of an electro-mechanical

composter for bio-waste.

IN NUMBERS

600 tons of products collected

50 food aid associations collected 1,300

tons of products from companies inside

the RUNGIS MARKET 

2.5 million meals distributed to families 

in 2021: 

"MA CABANE", THE REMOTE
STOCK OF FOOD DONATIONS
the users' donations during the fruit and

vegetables pavilion's activity are later

collected by The Potager de Marianne team

coordinating the reduction of food waste in the market with social actions
 



how rungis limits its cabon footprint 

by Reducing waste throughout the supply
chain 
by Ensuring an optimal recovery of residual
waste

1.

2.

deposit and sorting point
for packaging
incinerator for final waste
organic residues valorized
by wholesalers
Other organic waste
composted or methanized in
facilities close to the site



The RUNGIS MARKET's waste
management in numbers

63% of the market’s general waste
Is used as a source of energy to
supply the market, the nearby
Paris-Orly airport and some
nearby localities

Out of the 37% remaining waste,
16% is organic waste that is
valorised (compost,
methanisation, biogas) and 17% is
recycled

Today 100% of the Rungis market's
waste is valorised:



mercabarna's
foodback:
the food

recovery center
barcelona, spain 



The goals of foodback 
THE PIONEERING FOOD RECYCLING CENTER THAT
GIVES FRUIT AND VEGETABLES A NEW LIFE

Maximize food recovery and waste reduction

Involve other wholesale companies

Guarantee traceability of of surplus products and

food security

promote social and occupational integration

Guarantee distribution of recovered food items to

vulnerable individuals

Contribute to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGS)



how does it work? 



in numbers
 

2.3 tonnes of productS per year
30,000 tonnes of waste per year
76% of waste recycled 
1.2 million kg of products
deposited in the Foodback
0.36% waste



however, many wholesale markets in the world lack
the modern infrastructure to manage and optimize
food waste.

looking ahead
RUNGIS AND MERCABARNA: TWO INSPIRING
EXAMPLES ON HOW FOOD WASTE CAN BECOME
AN OPPORTUNITY 

How to accelerate the change?
A functioning and active network to share best
practices among stakeholders,
A clear business case for food waste management,
Advocating for investments and a transition to a food
waste circular economy.
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attention 
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